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Background to the study I.Background to the study I.
•• No information on the motivational profiles of dyslexic languageNo information on the motivational profiles of dyslexic language

learnerslearners inin HungaryHungary..
•• The Motivational SelfThe Motivational Self--System Theory (DSystem Theory (Döörnyei, 2005): Ideal L2 rnyei, 2005): Ideal L2 

self, Oughtself, Ought--to L2 Self and the L2 Learning Experience. to L2 Self and the L2 Learning Experience. 
•• Ideal L2 Self, which is oneIdeal L2 Self, which is one’’s ideal selfs ideal self--image expressing the wish image expressing the wish 

to become a competent L2 speaker. to become a competent L2 speaker. 
•• The OughtThe Ought--to L2 Self contains attributes that one believes one to L2 Self contains attributes that one believes one 

ought to possess (i.e. various duties, obligations, or ought to possess (i.e. various duties, obligations, or 
responsibilities) in order to avoid possible negative outcomesresponsibilities) in order to avoid possible negative outcomes

•• L2 Learning Experience covers situation specific motives relatedL2 Learning Experience covers situation specific motives related
to the immediate learning environment and experienceto the immediate learning environment and experience
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Research questionsResearch questions

•• What attitudes do students with LD display towards What attitudes do students with LD display towards 
the foreign languages they study?the foreign languages they study?

•• What goals do students with LD have in foreign What goals do students with LD have in foreign 
language learning?language learning?

•• What characterizes the motivated behavior of What characterizes the motivated behavior of 
students with LD?students with LD?

•• How do students with LD see themselves as language How do students with LD see themselves as language 
learners?learners?

•• What role does the studentsWhat role does the students’’ milieu play in the milieu play in the 
language learning of LD students?language learning of LD students?
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Research methodResearch method

•• Long interviews with 15 dyslexic students Long interviews with 15 dyslexic students 
•• 60 000 words of data60 000 words of data
•• Interview questions were based on DInterview questions were based on Döörnyei rnyei 

(2005) (2005) 
•• Motivated learning behavior: language choice Motivated learning behavior: language choice 

and effortand effort
•• Motivational Motivational characterisitcscharacterisitcs: language attitudes, : language attitudes, 

learning goals, grouplearning goals, group--related attitudes, studentsrelated attitudes, students’’
language learning selves. language learning selves. 
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SampleSample
 Pseudo 

name 
Gender Age L2 L3 L4 Participants’ age 

at diagnosis 
1. Antal  boy 22 English German  14  
2. Barbara girl 18 German English  6  
3. Csilla girl 28 English Russian German 27  
4. Dénes boy 20 German English  8  
5. Eszter girl 25 English Russian  23 
6. Ferenc boy 27 English Greek  26 
7. Gábor boy 14 English Spanish  10  
8. Helga girl 16 English Italian  13  
9. Ilona girl 15 English Hebrew Spanish, 

German 
12  

10. József boy 15 English Russian  7 
11. Konrád boy 17 English German  7 
12. Lajos boy 18 English German  13 
13. Miklós boy 16 German English  10  
14. Norbert boy 19 English Serbian  12  
15. Péter boy 16 English   13 
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CategoriesCategories ofof analysisanalysis
Motivational orientation, that is, what goals students wish to Motivational orientation, that is, what goals students wish to 

reach by studying the given foreign language:reach by studying the given foreign language:
international posture i.e. studying the language because international posture i.e. studying the language because 

students want to able to participate in international students want to able to participate in international 
communication (based on Dcommunication (based on Döörnyeirnyei (2005)(2005)..

instrumental motivation, that is, studying the foreign instrumental motivation, that is, studying the foreign 
language to pass exams, receive better jobs language to pass exams, receive better jobs ClCléémentment & & 
KruidenierKruidenier, 1983; , 1983; DDöörnyei, Csizrnyei, Csizéér & r & NNéémethmeth, 2006)., 2006).

cultural orientation, which includes studentscultural orientation, which includes students’’ reasons to reasons to 
study the language in order to understand the cultural study the language in order to understand the cultural 
products (films, magazines, TV programmes) of the products (films, magazines, TV programmes) of the 
L2 community L2 community ……((ClCléémentment & & KruidenierKruidenier, 1983; , 1983; 
DDöörnyei, Csizrnyei, Csizéér & r & NNéémethmeth, 2006)., 2006).
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CategoriesCategories ofof analysisanalysis contcont..

Attitudes to L2Attitudes to L2 andand L3L3 –– like and dislike of first like and dislike of first 
foreign language (Gardner, 2006; Dforeign language (Gardner, 2006; Döörnyei, rnyei, 
CsizCsizéér & r & NNéémethmeth, 2006)., 2006).

Motivated Motivated behavibehavioorr-- effort and persistence in effort and persistence in 
language learninglanguage learning

SelfSelf--perceptions: studentsperceptions: students’’ views of views of 
themselves as language learners and their themselves as language learners and their 
attributions of successes and failures attributions of successes and failures 
(based on D(based on Döörnyeirnyei (2005)(2005)..
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Results: Language attitudes I.Results: Language attitudes I.
Participant Positive attitudes toward FLs 

(Number of comments) 
Negative attitudes toward 
FLs 
(Number of comments) 

 English German Other English German Other 
A 5 1 0 0 0 0 
B 1 0 0 1 1 0 
C 0 0 0 2 1 0 
D 3 0 0 0 1 0 
E 1 0 3 1 0 0 
F 0 0 0 4 0 1 
G 0 0 3 4 0 0 
H 0 0 3 5 0 0 
I 2 0 2 1 0 0 
J 0 1 1 1 0 0 
K 5 0 0 0 0 0 
L 2 0 0 1 1 1 
M 3 0 0 2 4 0 
N 1 0 0 0 0 0 
P 4 0 0 3 0 0 
Total 27 2 12 25 8 2 
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Results: Language attitudes IResults: Language attitudes III..

•• PositivePositive attitudesattitudes: : soundssounds nicenice, , beautifulbeautiful
•• ““I really like the way English sounds. It has a I really like the way English sounds. It has a 

certain kind of melody. I also like the way certain kind of melody. I also like the way 
English texts are structured. In sum, to my English texts are structured. In sum, to my 
Hungarian ears it sounds niceHungarian ears it sounds nice”” (A 178). (A 178). 
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ResultsResults: : LanguageLanguage attitudesattitudes III.III.
NegativeNegative attitudesattitudes: : difficultdifficult, , itit is a must. is a must. 
•• SourceSource ofof negativenegative attitudesattitudes: : 
TheThe constant sense of failureconstant sense of failure, , 

When I was not yet diagnosed, I was crying a lot that When I was not yet diagnosed, I was crying a lot that 
my God, I was going to fail in English, and I did not my God, I was going to fail in English, and I did not 
even like learning it. I did not like English at alleven like learning it. I did not like English at all..
(I1282). (I1282). 

TeacherTeacher: : 
I hated English for four years.I hated English for four years. …… But I think it was But I think it was 
because of the teacher. At that time I did not want to because of the teacher. At that time I did not want to 
say a word in English. Then I had a tutor for a year. say a word in English. Then I had a tutor for a year. 
And with her I really liked it. But then I went back to And with her I really liked it. But then I went back to 
the English class at school and then I hated the whole the English class at school and then I hated the whole 
stuff again. (B306stuff again. (B306--310)310)
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Motivational orientationMotivational orientation

•• Instrumental: Instrumental: langulanguaagege exams, further studies, exams, further studies, 
work. work. ““Take my fatherTake my father’’s case. I can see that s case. I can see that 
without speaking a foreign language, one cannot without speaking a foreign language, one cannot 
get a jobget a job”” (J1409). (J1409). 

•• Global English: Global English: „“„“without speaking English you without speaking English you 
are nobodyare nobody”” (C548)(C548)

•• Cultural interest: films and TVCultural interest: films and TV
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MotivatedMotivated behaviorbehavior: : EffortEffort andand
persistencepersistence
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MotivatedMotivated learninglearning behaviorbehavior

•• EffortEffort: : dyslexicdyslexic learnerslearners knowknow thatthat theythey needneed toto
investinvest a a lotlot ofof efforteffort toto succeedsucceed

I: I: WhatWhat dodo youyou attributeattribute youryour successsuccess toto??
„„ToTo thethe lotlot ofof veryvery hardhard--workwork, , andand a a lotlot ofof

studyingstudying”” (I1019). (I1019). 
•• ManyMany learnerslearners givegive upup becausebecause theythey feelfeel theirtheir

effortsefforts areare wastedwasted..
„„I I amam notnot goodgood atat languageslanguages, , soso I I dodo notnot reallyreally trytry

hardhard”” (F854). (F854). 
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Language learning selves I.Language learning selves I.

•• Positive selfPositive self--image: Only four students image: Only four students 
have positive selfhave positive self--perceptions: good perceptions: good 
aptitude and hard work.aptitude and hard work.

•• Negative selfNegative self--perception: lack of perception: lack of 
effort/aptitude. Only one student effort/aptitude. Only one student 
mentioned dyslexia as a potential source of mentioned dyslexia as a potential source of 
failure. failure. 
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Language learning selves ILanguage learning selves III..

•• It is very strange that it is quite difficult for me It is very strange that it is quite difficult for me 
to learn foreign languages. Three things to learn foreign languages. Three things 
contribute to my difficulties. First, I am lazy, and contribute to my difficulties. First, I am lazy, and 
thatthat’’s entirely my fault. Second, I am dyslexic. s entirely my fault. Second, I am dyslexic. 
Third, my foreign language learning aptitude is Third, my foreign language learning aptitude is 
very low, just like my mothervery low, just like my mother’’s. She is not s. She is not 
dyslexic. She has very good writing and reading dyslexic. She has very good writing and reading 
skills but no foreign language aptitude. She has skills but no foreign language aptitude. She has 
been learning English for six years, but could been learning English for six years, but could 
not get anywhere with itnot get anywhere with it. (I1329) . (I1329) 
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SummarySummary
•• Hungarian dyslexic students seem to have a strong OughtHungarian dyslexic students seem to have a strong Ought--to L2 self as the to L2 self as the 

participants mainly have instrumental goals with the L2 such as participants mainly have instrumental goals with the L2 such as passing passing 
language proficiency exams and enhancing their employment opportlanguage proficiency exams and enhancing their employment opportunities. unities. 

•• Although the respondents rarely talked about their Ideal L2 selvAlthough the respondents rarely talked about their Ideal L2 selves in the es in the 
interviews, based on the studentsinterviews, based on the students’’ utterances concerning their selfutterances concerning their self--concept concept 
and motivated behavior, we can assume that many of the participaand motivated behavior, we can assume that many of the participants cannot nts cannot 
foresee that they will become competent and successful users of foresee that they will become competent and successful users of the L2 in the the L2 in the 
future. future. 

•• Due to their LD, many of our respondents experienced serious proDue to their LD, many of our respondents experienced serious problems in blems in 
language learning, as a result of which a number of students hadlanguage learning, as a result of which a number of students had negative selfnegative self--
concept and either negative or mixed attitudes towards language concept and either negative or mixed attitudes towards language learning. For learning. For 
these participants the discrepancy between their actual and ideathese participants the discrepancy between their actual and ideal selves was l selves was 
often so large that they gave up language learning or did not inoften so large that they gave up language learning or did not invest sufficient vest sufficient 
energy into it. energy into it. 

•• Our interview data indicate that only with family support and seOur interview data indicate that only with family support and serious effort rious effort 
can students with LD experience success in language learning, whcan students with LD experience success in language learning, which is an ich is an 
essential preessential pre--requisite for a positive evaluation of onerequisite for a positive evaluation of one’’s actual self and coping s actual self and coping 
potential. potential. 
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